In this research, Australian fine iron ore is reduced by pressured carbon monoxide in a fluidized bed. This research aims to obtain the influence law of gas linear velocity, reduction pressure, reduction temperature, particle size, and reduction time on the reduction effect and the economic, convenient, and effective operating parameters, as well as clarify the effect of the pressurized decarbonization of CO, which inhibits the adhesion of fine iron ore particles during the reduction process. The experimental results show that the preferable operating parameters are a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, reduction pressure of 0.2 MPa, reduction temperature of 1023 K, and particle size of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm. The graphite produced by the carbon precipitation reaction of carbon monoxide hinders the diffusion of iron atoms and avoids the direct contact between the iron atoms, thereby effectively controlling the sticking.
Introduction
The fluidized direct reduction process plays an important metallurgical role in the magnetization roasting of fine iron ore, the preheating of iron ore, the low-grade prereduction, and the production of direct reduced iron [1] [2] [3] [4] . One million and five hundred thousand tons of FINEX production line (a non-blast furnace ironmaking process) was built and put into commercial production in Pohang, South Korea, in April 2007. Compared with blast furnace ironmaking process, FINEX ironmaking [5] can save raw fuel costs, broaden the use of raw materials and fuels, and save sintering and coking processes, which emit the most emissions. It can significantly reduce pollutant emissions and realize clean production, representing a feasible innovative green ironmaking technology with low environmental emissions. However, in the process of the high-temperature fluidized reduction of iron ore powder, sticking loss may occur more easily, reducing the reduction efficiency and hindering the continuous operation of the process [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . This has become the most important obstacle for the industrialized application of fluidized iron smelting technology. In order to effectively inhibit the sticking loss, many scholars have conducted research at atmospheric pressure [11] [12] [13] . However, in the process of non-blast furnace ironmaking, the gas-based reduction process is operated with pressure. Moreover, many experts have mostly studied the mechanism of inhibiting sticking loss based on atmospheric pressure, which is not in accordance with the actual production. Therefore, it is of great significance to study the mechanism of pressure change in inhibiting sticking among fine iron ore particles.
Due to the high cost and difficult operation of the experimental equipment under high pressure at the early stage, the test methods could not meet the high-pressure conditions. There are few reports on the flowing characteristics of the pressure fluidized bed. In the 1980s, with the application of pressurized fluidized bed combustion and the development of pressurized gasification technology [14, 15] , many scholars carried out research on the characteristics of gas-solid flow under the conditions of pressure operation, including the minimum fluidization velocity, expansion height, and microtopography. The work of Sidorenko and other studies have shown that the minimum fluidization velocity of particle B decreases with increasing pressure when the operating pressure is between 101 kPa and 2100 kPa, while the pressure has no effect on particle A [16] . By observing the diameter and velocity of the bubbles in the bed of type B particles, Kawabata and others [17] demonstrated that the expansion height increases with increasing pressure. Studies by Krebs, Lee, and Gong Ming [18] [19] [20] showed that the optical structure of pitch carbon is an isotropic region and a mesophase globule at low carbonization pressure. With the increase of the carbonization pressure, the percentage of mesophase globules increases, and the coarse-grained mosaic structures increase slowly. The microstructure of pitch carbon changes from an anisotropic streamlined to a coarse-grained mosaic structure. Moreover, under low pressure, pitch carbon mainly exists in a streamlined structure, and the high-pressure coarse-grained mosaic structure coexists with a fine mosaic structure. These studies are mainly used in petroleum, chemical, coal, and other fields. They show their advantages in process intensification, production capacity improvement, product quantity, and economic benefits. However, in the process of the fluidized reduction of fine iron ore, the study of the mechanism of pressure change in inhibiting sticking among fine iron ore particles has rarely been reported.
For energy saving and environmental protection, as well as simple and efficient production, carbon monoxide is used as a reducing gas and varying gas velocities, reduction pressures, reduction temperatures, and particle sizes of fine iron ore articles are selected in the experiment. Through the investigation of the metallization rate, sticking ratio, and morphology in the hot state visual pressurized fluidized bed experiment device of self-design, the optimum direction of operation parameters is studied, and the economic, convenient, and effective operation parameters are obtained. And under different pressure conditions, the mechanism of carbon monoxide reduction in inhibiting sticking among fine iron ore particles and the mechanism of pressurized carbon monoxide in inhibiting sticking loss are further analyzed, providing data and a theoretical basis for the industrialization of the direct reduction process.
Experiment

Experimental Materials
The reduction fine iron ore powder used was OMC fine iron ore (a kind of Australian fine iron ore powder). Its chemical composition and SEM graph are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 , respectively. The selected OMC fine iron ore particle sizes are 0.12-0.15 mm, 0.15-0.18 mm, 0.18-0.66 mm, and 0.66-1.00 mm, the reducing gas is pure carbon monoxide, and the protective gas is nitrogen with a purity of 99.99%. few reports on the flowing characteristics of the pressure fluidized bed. In the 1980s, with the application of pressurized fluidized bed combustion and the development of pressurized gasification technology [14, 15] , many scholars carried out research on the characteristics of gas-solid flow under the conditions of pressure operation, including the minimum fluidization velocity, expansion height, and microtopography. The work of Sidorenko and other studies have shown that the minimum fluidization velocity of particle B decreases with increasing pressure when the operating pressure is between 101 kPa and 2100 kPa, while the pressure has no effect on particle A [16] . By observing the diameter and velocity of the bubbles in the bed of type B particles, Kawabata and others [17] demonstrated that the expansion height increases with increasing pressure. Studies by Krebs, Lee, and Gong Ming [18] [19] [20] showed that the optical structure of pitch carbon is an isotropic region and a mesophase globule at low carbonization pressure. With the increase of the carbonization pressure, the percentage of mesophase globules increases, and the coarse-grained mosaic structures increase slowly. The microstructure of pitch carbon changes from an anisotropic streamlined to a coarse-grained mosaic structure. Moreover, under low pressure, pitch carbon mainly exists in a streamlined structure, and the high-pressure coarse-grained mosaic structure coexists with a fine mosaic structure. These studies are mainly used in petroleum, chemical, coal, and other fields. They show their advantages in process intensification, production capacity improvement, product quantity, and economic benefits. However, in the process of the fluidized reduction of fine iron ore, the study of the mechanism of pressure change in inhibiting sticking among fine iron ore particles has rarely been reported. For energy saving and environmental protection, as well as simple and efficient production, carbon monoxide is used as a reducing gas and varying gas velocities, reduction pressures, reduction temperatures, and particle sizes of fine iron ore articles are selected in the experiment. Through the investigation of the metallization rate, sticking ratio, and morphology in the hot state visual pressurized fluidized bed experiment device of self-design, the optimum direction of operation parameters is studied, and the economic, convenient, and effective operation parameters are obtained. And under different pressure conditions, the mechanism of carbon monoxide reduction in inhibiting sticking among fine iron ore particles and the mechanism of pressurized carbon monoxide in inhibiting sticking loss are further analyzed, providing data and a theoretical basis for the industrialization of the direct reduction process.
Experiment
Experimental Materials
The reduction fine iron ore powder used was OMC fine iron ore (a kind of Australian fine iron ore powder). Its chemical composition and SEM graph are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1 , respectively. The selected OMC fine iron ore particle sizes are 0.12-0.15 mm, 0.15-0.18 mm, 0.18-0.66 mm, and 0.66-1.00 mm, the reducing gas is pure carbon monoxide, and the protective gas is nitrogen with a purity of 99.99%. 
Experimental Device
The main device of the study is a pressurized visible fluidized bed with a double stainless steel pipe employed as the reactor. The inner pipe is a fluidized bed. The gas is preheated through the inter layer between the outer tube and the inner tube and flows into the fluidized bed. The outer tube contains heated cabinets. The different flows of carbon monoxide and nitrogen are regulated using multiple sets of flow meters to ensure that the composition content and velocity meet the experimental requirements. The inlet flow rate of the fluidized bed is controlled with the gas mass flow controller through the inner tube reduction of iron ores. The reduction temperature in the fluidized bed is measured with a thermocouple. The preheating and cooling of fine iron ores in the fluidized bed are conducted by passing through high-purity nitrogen for exhaust and protection. The observation window is used to evaluate the fluidized reduction sticking situation. The schematic of the pressurized fluidized reduction experiment and the device are shown in Figure 2 . 
The main device of the study is a pressurized visible fluidized bed with a double stainless steel pipe employed as the reactor. The inner pipe is a fluidized bed. The gas is preheated through the inter layer between the outer tube and the inner tube and flows into the fluidized bed. The outer tube contains heated cabinets. The different flows of carbon monoxide and nitrogen are regulated using multiple sets of flow meters to ensure that the composition content and velocity meet the experimental requirements. The inlet flow rate of the fluidized bed is controlled with the gas mass flow controller through the inner tube reduction of iron ores. The reduction temperature in the fluidized bed is measured with a thermocouple. The preheating and cooling of fine iron ores in the fluidized bed are conducted by passing through high-purity nitrogen for exhaust and protection. The observation window is used to evaluate the fluidized reduction sticking situation. The schematic of the pressurized fluidized reduction experiment and the device are shown in Figure 2 . Gas mixing and preheating chamber; 2. gas mixing hole; 3. fluidized bed; 4. K-type thermal couple; 5. pressure sensor; 6. gravity filter; 7. feeding and sampling port; 8. pressure seal cap; 9. temperature change recorder; 10. gas analyzer; 11. H2 gas analysis recorder; 12. CO2 gas analysis recorder; 13. CO gas analysis recorder; 14. pressure change analysis recorder; 15. computer; 16. gas dryer; 17. gasholder; 18. CO generated furnace; 19. gas mass flowmeter; 20. CO2 gas cylinders; 21. H2 gas cylinders; 22. N2 gas cylinders; 23. booster pump; 24. carbon monoxide furnace; 25. observation window.
Experimental Programs and Methods
About 25 g fine iron ore powder was taken in each experiment. Before the test, the fluidized bed was heated to the setting temperature, and nitrogen was input under pressure for leakage detection. When the leakage detection was finished, the powder was added and the gas is input for the reduction. At the end of the test, the samples after the reduction were analyzed by ferric chloride titration and the potassium dichromate volumetric method, which led to metallic iron (MFe) and total iron (TFe), and then the metallization rate (η) (η = MFe/TFe) was calculated. The sticking ratio was calculated using the following formula:
where Ω is the sticking ratio, Msticking is the quantity of sticking material after reduction, which can be used to measure the sticking material mass of the fine iron ore after reduction, and Mtotal is the total quantity of material after reduction, which can be used to measure the total material mass of the fine iron ore after reduction. 
About 25 g fine iron ore powder was taken in each experiment. Before the test, the fluidized bed was heated to the setting temperature, and nitrogen was input under pressure for leakage detection. When the leakage detection was finished, the powder was added and the gas is input for the reduction. At the end of the test, the samples after the reduction were analyzed by ferric chloride titration and the potassium dichromate volumetric method, which led to metallic iron (M Fe ) and total iron (T Fe ), and then the metallization rate (η) (η = M Fe /T Fe ) was calculated. The sticking ratio was calculated using the following formula:
where Ω is the sticking ratio, M sticking is the quantity of sticking material after reduction, which can be used to measure the sticking material mass of the fine iron ore after reduction, and M total is the total quantity of material after reduction, which can be used to measure the total material mass of the fine iron ore after reduction. The total quantity of material after reduction was calculated as follows:
where M unstickng is the quantity of unsticking material after reduction, which can be used to measure the unsticking material mass of the fine iron ore after reduction. In order to reduce the experimental error, repeated measurements were performed three times. The pressure in the experiments is not expressed in absolute values, and the atmosphere is set as 0 MPa.
After the raw materials were cooled by nitrogen protection, the inner tube of the double-layer fluidized bed is opened and the weight of the unsticking material particles and sticking material particles were obtained. Finally, the sticking ratio was calculated. The smaller the sticking ratio, the better the fluidization effect. Therefore, the metallization rate and bond ratio were selected as the indexes to judge the effect of the fluidization reduction. The optimum operation parameters of the fluidized reduction of energy-bearing waste plastics were optimized. Under the optimum operation parameters, the sticking mechanism of the fine iron ore was analyzed. The inhibition effect of the carbon evolution reaction was tested by means of microscopic analysis combined with a characterization experiment to determine the chemical characteristics of the gas-solid reaction. The surface microstructure of the particles was observed and analyzed by environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) (FEI, Quanta 250), and the microstructure of the particles was observed and analyzed by a light microscope (LM) (CarlZeiss, Axio, Imager, A1). The phase composition of particles was analyzed by means of an X-ray diffraction analyzer (X, Pert, Pro, MPDalytical, Cu, 2 theta: 10 • -90 • ), and the mechanism of carbon precipitation inhibiting the sticking loss was expounded.
Experimental Results
Influence of the Gas Linear Velocity
The first step was to set the temperature to 1023 K; when the temperature reached the setting value, the powder was added, the observation window was tightened, and the nitrogen was introduced. The proper range of gas linear velocity was determined by adjusting the gas flowing rate to observe the flowing state of the fine iron ore particles. The experiment showed that the linear velocity is lower than 0.5 m/s when the particle size is between 0.66 mm and 1.00 mm, and no fluidization appears. When the particle size is 0.12 mm-0.15 mm, the linear velocity is larger than 1.5 m/s, and there is the presence of fine iron ore in the observation window, which indicates that when the gas velocity is larger than 1.5 m/s, the fine iron ore particles will be blown out from the fluidized bed before the particles are reduced. Therefore, the linear velocity of the reducing gas was selected to be 0.5 m/s-1.5 m/s.
Pure carbon monoxide was used to reduce the OMC fine iron ore with a reduction pressure of 0 MPa, particle size of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm, and reduction temperature of 1023 K. The experimental results are shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen from Figure 3 that as the linear velocity increases, the metallization rate first increases and then decreases, and the sticking ratio gradual declines. This is because with the increase of the superficial gas velocity, the upward drag force on the particles increases; the load of particles decreases; the particle spacing becomes larger; the closeness of the particles in the bed decreases; the porosity increases; and the bed expansion rate increases, altogether rendering it difficult for sticking loss to occur [11] . Furthermore, the metallization rate increases with the increase of the gas velocity.
When the linear velocity is 0.8 m/s, the minimum sticking ratio is 51.38%; when the linear velocity is 1.0 m/s, the sticking ratio increases to 78.71%. When the gas velocity is more than 1.0 m/s, some small particles of the reducing material are brought out from the fluidized bed. This is the reason why the metallization rate decreases when the gas velocity exceeds 1.0 m/s. 
Influence of the Reduction Pressure
Under a reduction temperature of 1023 K and a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, the reduction pressure of OMC fine iron ore with a particle size of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm was carried out. The trend of the metallization rate with changing pressure when the OMC fine iron ore is reduced by pure carbon monoxide for 50 min is shown in Figure 4 . As shown in Figure 4 , with the increase of the reduction pressure, the metallization rate increases first and then decreases. When the pressure is 0.2 MPa, the metallization rate reaches up to 86.82%. When the reduction pressures are atmospheric pressure, 0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa, 0.4 MPa, and 0.5 MPa, the metallization rate fluctuates in the range of 44.70-51.25%. With the increasing of pressure, the sticking ratio exhibits a trend of oscillation with an overall decrease. When the reduction pressure is 0.5 MPa, the sticking ratio is the smallest but the metallization rate is relatively low; when the reduction pressure is 0.2 MPa, the sticking ratio is 35.62%, the sticking phenomenon is not found, and the metallization rate is the highest. 
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Under a reduction temperature of 1023 K and a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, the reduction pressure of OMC fine iron ore with a particle size of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm was carried out. The trend of the metallization rate with changing pressure when the OMC fine iron ore is reduced by pure carbon monoxide for 50 min is shown in Figure 4 . As shown in Figure 4 , with the increase of the reduction pressure, the metallization rate increases first and then decreases. When the pressure is 0.2 MPa, the metallization rate reaches up to 86.82%. When the reduction pressures are atmospheric pressure, 0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa, 0.4 MPa, and 0.5 MPa, the metallization rate fluctuates in the range of 44.70-51.25%. With the increasing of pressure, the sticking ratio exhibits a trend of oscillation with an overall decrease. When the reduction pressure is 0.5 MPa, the sticking ratio is the smallest but the metallization rate is relatively low; when the reduction pressure is 0.2 MPa, the sticking ratio is 35.62%, the sticking phenomenon is not found, and the metallization rate is the highest. As shown in Figure 4 , with the increase of the reduction pressure, the metallization rate increases first and then decreases. When the pressure is 0.2 MPa, the metallization rate reaches up to 86.82%. When the reduction pressures are atmospheric pressure, 0.1 MPa, 0.3 MPa, 0.4 MPa, and 0.5 MPa, the metallization rate fluctuates in the range of 44.70-51.25%. With the increasing of pressure, the sticking ratio exhibits a trend of oscillation with an overall decrease. When the reduction pressure is 0.5 MPa, the sticking ratio is the smallest but the metallization rate is relatively low; when the reduction pressure is 0.2 MPa, the sticking ratio is 35.62%, the sticking phenomenon is not found, and the metallization rate is the highest.
Influence of the Reduction Temperature
Under a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s and a reduction pressure of 0.2 MPa, the experimental study of OMC fine iron ore with a particle size of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm was carried out under different temperatures. Xu et al. [11] summarized the optimal operating parameters required to reduce fine iron ore to be in the range of 923 K to 1023 K temperatures, and therefore this temperature range was selected for the current study. The result is shown in Figure 5 . 
Under a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s and a reduction pressure of 0.2 MPa, the experimental study of OMC fine iron ore with a particle size of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm was carried out under different temperatures. Xu et al. [11] summarized the optimal operating parameters required to reduce fine iron ore to be in the range of 923 K to 1023 K temperatures, and therefore this temperature range was selected for the current study. The result is shown in Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 5 , there is a heating process when cold material is added to the experiment, causing the metallization rate to increase gradually. When the temperature reaches 1023 K, the metallization rate reaches the maximum value. As the temperature rises, the sticking ratio increases. When the temperature changes in the range of 923 K-1023 K, the sticking ratio increases slowly. When the temperature exceeds 1023 K, the sticking ratio increases significantly.
Influence of the Particle Size
With a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, reduction pressure of 0.2 MPa, and reduction temperature of 1023 K, the reduction experiment of OMC fine iron ore with different particle sizes was carried out. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 5 , there is a heating process when cold material is added to the experiment, causing the metallization rate to increase gradually. When the temperature reaches 1023 K, the metallization rate reaches the maximum value. As the temperature rises, the sticking ratio increases. When the temperature changes in the range of 923 K-1023 K, the sticking ratio increases slowly. When the temperature exceeds 1023 K, the sticking ratio increases significantly.
With a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, reduction pressure of 0.2 MPa, and reduction temperature of 1023 K, the reduction experiment of OMC fine iron ore with different particle sizes was carried out. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6 . 
Influence of the Reduction Temperature
Influence of the Particle Size
With a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, reduction pressure of 0.2 MPa, and reduction temperature of 1023 K, the reduction experiment of OMC fine iron ore with different particle sizes was carried out. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 6 , the metallization rate increases first and then decreases with the reduction of the particle size, while the sticking ratio decreases first and then increases with the reduction of the particle size. When the particle size is in the range of 0.66 mm-1.00 mm, the metallization rate is 56.7% and the sticking ratio is 47.2%. When the particle size is in the range of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm, the metallization rate reaches the maximum, while the sticking ratio is at the minimum.
Influence of the Reduction Time
Under a reduction temperature of 1023 K, particle size of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm, and linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, pure carbon monoxide was used in the pressured test of the OMC fine iron ore. Under these conditions, the sticking phenomenon was not found after reductions of 50 min and 35 min. The sticking ratios at 35 min and 50 min were very close, but compared with the metallization rate of 35 min, the metallization rate of 50 min was increased significantly. The change trend of the metallization rate is shown in Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 6 , the metallization rate increases first and then decreases with the reduction of the particle size, while the sticking ratio decreases first and then increases with the reduction of the particle size. When the particle size is in the range of 0.66 mm-1.00 mm, the metallization rate is 56.7% and the sticking ratio is 47.2%. When the particle size is in the range of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm, the metallization rate reaches the maximum, while the sticking ratio is at the minimum.
Under a reduction temperature of 1023 K, particle size of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm, and linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, pure carbon monoxide was used in the pressured test of the OMC fine iron ore. Under these conditions, the sticking phenomenon was not found after reductions of 50 min and 35 min. The sticking ratios at 35 min and 50 min were very close, but compared with the metallization rate of 35 min, the metallization rate of 50 min was increased significantly. The change trend of the metallization rate is shown in Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 7 , the metallization rate increases first and then decreases with the increase of the particle size. When the particle size of fine iron ore is the same and the reduction time is less than 50 min, the longer the reduction time, the greater the metallization rate. When the particle size of fine iron ore is between 0.18 mm and 0.66 mm, the metallization rates of 35 min and 50 min are very close, and they are both greater than the metallization rate of 20 min.
Verification of the Optimum Operation Parameters for the Metallization Rate and Sticking Ratio
The relation between the metallization rate and sticking ratio for all experimental data of different samples (particle sizes) is shown in Figure 8 . The best operating parameters for reducing fine iron ore by pure carbon monoxide are a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, reduction pressure of 0.2 MPa, reduction temperature of 1023 K, and particle size in the range of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm. The influence of each factor is explained as follows. As shown in Figure 7 , the metallization rate increases first and then decreases with the increase of the particle size. When the particle size of fine iron ore is the same and the reduction time is less than 50 min, the longer the reduction time, the greater the metallization rate. When the particle size of fine iron ore is between 0.18 mm and 0.66 mm, the metallization rates of 35 min and 50 min are very close, and they are both greater than the metallization rate of 20 min.
The relation between the metallization rate and sticking ratio for all experimental data of different samples (particle sizes) is shown in Figure 8 . The best operating parameters for reducing fine iron ore by pure carbon monoxide are a linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, reduction pressure of 0.2 MPa, reduction temperature of 1023 K, and particle size in the range of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm. The influence of each factor is explained as follows. It is known that when the reduction pressure is less than 0.2 MPa, increases in the reduction pressure can effectively improve the metallization rate and reduce the sticking ratio, as shown in Figures 4 and 8 . In the process of reducing fine iron ore by carbon monoxide, when the reduction pressure is increased, the two reactions in which Fe2O3 is reduced and carbon is precipitated are synchronous, as shown by the x-ray diffraction spectrogram in Figures 9 and 10 . When the pressure is increased appropriately, the carbon precipitation reaction is accelerated and the metal iron precipitates on the surface of particles. However, the solute carbons from the carbon precipitation dissolve into metal iron to form Fe3C. In the reduction process, Fe2O3 is restored into Fe by the carbon monoxide through reactions (3)- (5) . In addition to the abovementioned iron oxide reduction reaction, the Boudouard reaction occurs:
Carbon atoms produced by reaction (6) and iron atoms will form Fe3C, according to the reaction shown below:
3Fe + 2CO = Fe3C + CO2 (6) This is because iron atoms catalyze the carbon reaction; moreover, as the carbon and iron atoms combine more closely, they soon form Fe3C. Formula (6) is actually a synthesis of Formulas (3), (4), and (5). Therefore, the precipitated carbon will combine with the iron atoms to produce Fe3C in the reduction reaction process.
A layer of Fe3C forms between the graphite and metal iron, which further hinders the solid solution of graphite. Because of the barrier of metal iron layer, graphite on the surface cannot come into contact with oxygen atoms in the particles, which avoids the direct contact between irons and hinders the diffusion of atoms to form a solid bridge, eliminating the sticking force between the particles and causing the sticking loss to be completely inhibited. However, because the metallization rate of particles is low, the metal iron exists in the form of iron particles on the particle surface and does not form a metal layer. And with iron oxide distributed around, the precipitated carbon will react with iron oxide when the temperature rises, leading to a reduced amount of carbon and an increased amount of metal iron. As the height of the peak in Figure 9 shows, compared with the reduction time of 35 min, the content of precipitated graphite and iron atoms It is known that when the reduction pressure is less than 0.2 MPa, increases in the reduction pressure can effectively improve the metallization rate and reduce the sticking ratio, as shown in Figures 4 and 8 . In the process of reducing fine iron ore by carbon monoxide, when the reduction pressure is increased, the two reactions in which Fe 2 O 3 is reduced and carbon is precipitated are synchronous, as shown by the x-ray diffraction spectrogram in Figures 9 and 10 . When the pressure is increased appropriately, the carbon precipitation reaction is accelerated and the metal iron precipitates on the surface of particles. However, the solute carbons from the carbon precipitation dissolve into metal iron to form Fe 3 C. In the reduction process, Fe 2 O 3 is restored into Fe by the carbon monoxide through reactions (3)- (5) . In addition to the abovementioned iron oxide reduction reaction, the Boudouard reaction occurs:
Carbon atoms produced by reaction (6) and iron atoms will form Fe 3 C, according to the reaction shown below:
3Fe + 2CO = Fe 3 C + CO 2 (6) This is because iron atoms catalyze the carbon reaction; moreover, as the carbon and iron atoms combine more closely, they soon form Fe 3 C. Formula (6) is actually a synthesis of Formulas (3), (4), and (5). Therefore, the precipitated carbon will combine with the iron atoms to produce Fe 3 C in the reduction reaction process.
A layer of Fe 3 C forms between the graphite and metal iron, which further hinders the solid solution of graphite. Because of the barrier of metal iron layer, graphite on the surface cannot come into contact with oxygen atoms in the particles, which avoids the direct contact between irons and hinders the diffusion of atoms to form a solid bridge, eliminating the sticking force between the particles and causing the sticking loss to be completely inhibited. However, because the metallization rate of particles is low, the metal iron exists in the form of iron particles on the particle surface and does not form a metal layer. And with iron oxide distributed around, the precipitated carbon will react with iron oxide when the temperature rises, leading to a reduced amount of carbon and an increased amount of metal iron. As the height of the peak in Figure 9 shows, compared with the reduction time of 35 min, the content of precipitated graphite and iron atoms both increase after 50 min of reduction. According to the peak height of Figure 10 , compared with atmospheric pressure, the content of precipitated graphite increases under the pressure of 0.2 MPa, and the increasing amount of precipitated graphite can effectively restrain the occurrence of sticking and cause the metallization rate to increase, which is consistent with the results in Figure 4 . both increase after 50 min of reduction. According to the peak height of Figure 10 , compared with atmospheric pressure, the content of precipitated graphite increases under the pressure of 0.2 MPa, and the increasing amount of precipitated graphite can effectively restrain the occurrence of sticking and cause the metallization rate to increase, which is consistent with the results in Figure 4 . (2) 0.2 MPa ≤ P It is known that the increase of the reduction pressure will lead to the reduction of the metallization rate when the reduction pressure is more than 0.2 MPa, as shown in Figures 4 and 8 . The analysis of the microscopic morphology of the particles after reduction at 0.2 MPa is shown in Figure 11 . In this figure, there is a layer of reduction material on the surface to wrap the particles. Because of the particle collision in the fluidization reduction process, there is a small amount of coating layer peeling off at the corner of the powder particles. Based on the results in Figure 11 , a layer of metal iron formed on the surface of the particles, and the solute graphite on the iron layer reached saturation [21] .
The increase of the pressure can promote the carbon precipitation of carbon monoxide, which can be seen from Formula (6); with the increase of the pressure, the rate of graphite precipitation is accelerated. Under 0.2 MPa, the metallization rate is the largest, and its value is 86.82%. When there both increase after 50 min of reduction. According to the peak height of Figure 10 , compared with atmospheric pressure, the content of precipitated graphite increases under the pressure of 0.2 MPa, and the increasing amount of precipitated graphite can effectively restrain the occurrence of sticking and cause the metallization rate to increase, which is consistent with the results in Figure 4 . (2) 0.2 MPa ≤ P It is known that the increase of the reduction pressure will lead to the reduction of the metallization rate when the reduction pressure is more than 0.2 MPa, as shown in Figures 4 and 8 . The analysis of the microscopic morphology of the particles after reduction at 0.2 MPa is shown in Figure 11 . In this figure, there is a layer of reduction material on the surface to wrap the particles. Because of the particle collision in the fluidization reduction process, there is a small amount of coating layer peeling off at the corner of the powder particles. Based on the results in Figure 11 , a layer of metal iron formed on the surface of the particles, and the solute graphite on the iron layer reached saturation [21] .
The increase of the pressure can promote the carbon precipitation of carbon monoxide, which can be seen from Formula (6); with the increase of the pressure, the rate of graphite precipitation is accelerated. Under 0.2 MPa, the metallization rate is the largest, and its value is 86.82%. When there (2) 0.2 MPa ≤ P It is known that the increase of the reduction pressure will lead to the reduction of the metallization rate when the reduction pressure is more than 0.2 MPa, as shown in Figures 4 and 8 . The analysis of the microscopic morphology of the particles after reduction at 0.2 MPa is shown in Figure 11 . In this figure, there is a layer of reduction material on the surface to wrap the particles. Because of the particle collision in the fluidization reduction process, there is a small amount of coating layer peeling off at the corner of the powder particles. Based on the results in Figure 11 , a layer of metal iron formed on the surface of the particles, and the solute graphite on the iron layer reached saturation [21] .
The increase of the pressure can promote the carbon precipitation of carbon monoxide, which can be seen from Formula (6); with the increase of the pressure, the rate of graphite precipitation is accelerated. Under 0.2 MPa, the metallization rate is the largest, and its value is 86.82%. When there is no iron oxide on the surface of particles, a layer of metal iron will form on the surface of the particle, and when the solute carbons on the iron layer reach saturation, a layer of Fe 3 C will be formed, which further hinders the solid solution of graphite and causes the content of Fe 3 C remain stable. The outermost part is the graphite layer, the middle part is the Fe 3 C layer, and the inside part is the metal iron layer. This shows that under the condition of increased pressure, the graphite precipitation of the carbon monoxide is promoted to make a layer of graphite attached to the surface of particles, and this graphite is the main factor inhibiting sticking loss, which is consistent with the reported opinion [21] [22] [23] [24] : graphite and the carbon in Fe 3 C can slow down the sticking loss of fine iron ore.
Based on the above analyses, the appropriate pressure is 0.2 MPa. is no iron oxide on the surface of particles, a layer of metal iron will form on the surface of the particle, and when the solute carbons on the iron layer reach saturation, a layer of Fe3C will be formed, which further hinders the solid solution of graphite and causes the content of Fe3C remain stable. The outermost part is the graphite layer, the middle part is the Fe3C layer, and the inside part is the metal iron layer. This shows that under the condition of increased pressure, the graphite precipitation of the carbon monoxide is promoted to make a layer of graphite attached to the surface of particles, and this graphite is the main factor inhibiting sticking loss, which is consistent with the reported opinion [21] [22] [23] [24] : graphite and the carbon in Fe3C can slow down the sticking loss of fine iron ore. Based on the above analyses, the appropriate pressure is 0.2 MPa. Xu Qiyan and Guo Lei [11, 25] found that the drag force of gas on a single particle can be expressed by the following formula: (1-) =25 +0.29
where Fd is the drag force of gas on the particle, N; ε is the fluidized bed void fraction with no dimension; µg is the gas viscosity, kg/(m·s); u is apparent gas velocity, m/s; dp is the particle diameter, m; and ρg is the gas density, kg/m 3 . It can be seen from Formula (7) that the larger particle size, the greater the drag force of gas on particles, and the less likely sticking is to occur. Therefore, properly increasing the particle size can significantly improve the metallization rate, but the particle size limit is that the starting fluidizing velocity of large particle must be less than the superficial setting. Also, the increase of particle momentum is conducive to reducing the particle sticking tendency [19] , but the effect and mechanism of particle size on the sticking loss are also related to the linear velocity of metallization.
(1) Gas Linear Velocity ≤0.8 m/s The larger the linear velocity, the greater the drag force, and the greater the kinetic energy needed to overcome sticking, resulting in smaller sticking trends. In a certain range, the sticking presents a decreasing trend with the increase of the gas velocity.
When the range of particle size is between 0.66 and 1.0 mm, the fluidization effect is not obvious. The larger the particle size, the smaller the gas-solid contact area, and the more unfavorable Xu Qiyan and Guo Lei [11, 25] found that the drag force of gas on a single particle can be expressed by the following formula:
where F d is the drag force of gas on the particle, N; ε is the fluidized bed void fraction with no dimension; µ g is the gas viscosity, kg/(m·s); u is apparent gas velocity, m/s; d p is the particle diameter, m; and ρ g is the gas density, kg/m 3 . It can be seen from Formula (7) that the larger particle size, the greater the drag force of gas on particles, and the less likely sticking is to occur. Therefore, properly increasing the particle size can significantly improve the metallization rate, but the particle size limit is that the starting fluidizing velocity of large particle must be less than the superficial setting. Also, the increase of particle momentum is conducive to reducing the particle sticking tendency [19] , but the effect and mechanism of particle size on the sticking loss are also related to the linear velocity of metallization.
(1) Gas Linear Velocity ≤0.8 m/s The larger the linear velocity, the greater the drag force, and the greater the kinetic energy needed to overcome sticking, resulting in smaller sticking trends. In a certain range, the sticking presents a decreasing trend with the increase of the gas velocity. When the range of particle size is between 0.66 and 1.0 mm, the fluidization effect is not obvious. The larger the particle size, the smaller the gas-solid contact area, and the more unfavorable the gas-solid reaction. If the reduction reaction stays on the gas-solid surface, the iron whisker will lead to sticking loss [11] . Moreover, with the occurrence of particle clustering, and the particle size becoming larger, the linear velocity will not be sufficient to achieve the metallization of iron ore, and it will cause complete sticking.
The experiment showed that as the range of particle size decreases from 0.66-1.0 mm to 0.18-0.66 mm, the metallization rate increases and the sticking ratio is reduced. As the range of particle size decreases from 0.18-0.66 mm to 0.12-0.18 mm, the metallization rate also decreases and the sticking ratio increases.
When the particle size is in the ranges of 0.15 mm-0.18 mm and 0.12 mm-0.15 mm, the surface area of particles is large; the gas-solid reaction proceeds rapidly, and the reduction of fine iron ore exhibits early iron precipitation. When the linear velocity is under the same condition, the smaller the fine iron ore particles are, the easier they are to bond. The reaction is mainly characterized by carbon precipitation along with the decrease of the metallization rate.
(2) Gas Linear Velocity >0.8 m/s When the sticking force is over the drag force, the iron whiskers will reunite and this will lead to sticking loss. When the linear velocity exceeds 1.0 m/s, the particles are more prone to slipping, and some small particles of the reducing material are brought out from the fluidized bed. When the particle spacing in the bed is small, the expansion rate of the bed layer decreases gradually with the increase of particles, increasing the sticking ratio and leading to a decrease in the metallization rate.
When the linear velocity is over 1.5 m/s, the gas drag force on the particles is over the sum of the particle cohesion and the force of gravity, and this will lead to fine iron ore particles being brought out from the fluidized bed.
Based on the above analysis, the appropriate linear velocity and particle size are respectively 0.8 m/s and 0.18-0.66 mm.
Influence of the Reduction Time and Reduction Temperature when the Pressure is 0.2 MPa
As can be seen from Figure 9 , in terms of peak height ratios relative to FeO peaks, the reduction of 50 min is higher than the reduction of 35 min. Compared with reduction time of 35 min, the content of precipitated graphite and iron atoms both increase after 50 min of reduction. The sticking phenomenon was not found in the observation window when the reduction time was 35 min or 50 min, but when the reduction time was extended to 55 min, 60 min, and 65 min, the sticking phenomenon appeared and gradually increased, and sticking ratio also gradually increased.
With the increase of the temperature, the iron whisker energy generated from the reduction on the surface of particles is higher. Also, with the force between the iron whiskers increasing, high energy iron whiskers can agglomerate more easily, causing sticking loss, a reduction of the metallization rate, and an increase in the sticking ratio. At the same time, when the reduction temperature increases, the diffusion rate of the iron atoms and the sticking rate will accelerate, leading to the occurrence of sticking loss.
At the beginning of sintering, the iron atoms diffuse on the surface. The diffusion rate of the iron atoms can be expressed by the following Formula [26] : [27] . The relationship between D s and temperature can be estimated through the formula above, and as shown in Figure 12 . As can be seen from Figure 12 , when the temperature is below 1023 K, the surface iron atoms' diffusion coefficient is stable. However, when the temperature exceeds 1023 K, the metal surface particles' diffusion coefficient increases with the increase of the temperature [28] [29] [30] . Thus, the higher the temperature, the greater the sticking force between particles. This relationship exhibited an increasing trend, which is consistent with the results in Figure 5 . A heating process was conducted after the addition of the cold material, so that the metallization rate could increase with the reduction reaction. When the temperature reaches a certain degree, the metallization rate reaches the maximum value. At low temperatures, the sticking ratio is maintained at a low level with excellent efficiency. With the increase of the temperature, the sticking ratio increases gradually and the sticking progressively deteriorates. It is known that with the rise in temperature, the sticking ratio increases and the metallization rate increases first and then decreases, as shown in Figures 5 and 8 . With the increase of the temperature, the energy of the surface of the particles produced by the reduction also increases, which in turn increases the physical adsorption, making the energy of the iron whisker more prone to amalgamation, thus leading to sticking adhesion.
Based on the above analysis, the appropriate reduction time and reduction temperature are respectively 50 min and 1023 K. [28] [29] [30] . Thus, the higher the temperature, the greater the sticking force between particles. This relationship exhibited an increasing trend, which is consistent with the results in Figure 5 . A heating process was conducted after the addition of the cold material, so that the metallization rate could increase with the reduction reaction. When the temperature reaches a certain degree, the metallization rate reaches the maximum value. At low temperatures, the sticking ratio is maintained at a low level with excellent efficiency. With the increase of the temperature, the sticking ratio increases gradually and the sticking progressively deteriorates. It is known that with the rise in temperature, the sticking ratio increases and the metallization rate increases first and then decreases, as shown in Figures 5 and 8 . With the increase of the temperature, the energy of the surface of the particles produced by the reduction also increases, which in turn increases the physical adsorption, making the energy of the iron whisker more prone to amalgamation, thus leading to sticking adhesion. Based on the above analysis, the appropriate reduction time and reduction temperature are respectively 50 min and 1023 K. 
Conclusions
(1) The best operating parameters for reducing fine iron ore by pure carbon monoxide are as follows: linear velocity of 0.8 m/s, reduction pressure of 0.2 MPa, reduction temperature of 1023 K, reduction time of 50 min, and particle size in the range of 0.18 mm-0.66 mm. (2) The proper pressure can promote the carbon precipitation of carbon monoxide and helps to increase the metallization rate. Upon increasing of reduction pressure from 0 MPa to 0.5 MPa, the metallization rate increases first and then decreases. Under 0.2 Mpa, the metallization rate is the largest, and its value is 86.82%. (3) The graphite produced by carbon monoxide precipitation prevents the diffusion of iron atoms and avoids direct contact between iron atoms, which is the main factor inhibiting the sticking of fine iron ores.
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